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Table 1: Summary of relevant policies identified in the document review.

Document name Key points relating to responses to CDoH

Code of Conduct Outlines the standards of behaviour and performance expected of employees in order to achieve CMDHB’s Vision and Values. Employees must “behave in accordance with our shared values.”

Effective Decision 
Making Manual 

Describes decision making procedures and processes for management and executive oversight. Outlines the executive structure of decision making including the  
functions, responsibilities and accountabilities of the Board and Executive. Outlines how decisions are made. Effective process and transparency are important, including applying accepted prac-
tices to manage COI and applying the State Sector Code of Conduct. 

Conflict of Interest 

Applies to staff and contractors, and covers commercial transactions, recruitment, clinical research, and funding. Describes actual, perceived, and potential conflicts of  
interest and outlines ways in which these could occur and options for dealing with them. COI is defined as “when it is likely that an employee could be influenced or could be perceived to be 
influenced by a personal or private interest in any transaction whilst carrying out their responsibilities”. Personal and private interests are interpreted broadly, and COI may exist in a range of sit-
uations, e.g., if an employee is a member of, or has an affiliation with, an organisation/group that stands to lose or gain from the matter, or if an employee is not able to act impartially and in the 
public interest. 

Gifts, Donations 
and Sponsorship

The receipt of gifts, donations, and sponsorship must be carefully reviewed, and risks considered, including whether it aligns with CM Health’s objectives, functions, and  
values. Consideration should be given to whether the party making/offering the gift, donation, or sponsorship has or appears to have values, practices, products,  
or branding which are in conflict with the vision, objectives, or policies of CM Health.

Recruitment Applicants must declare potential or actual conflict of interest situations. “Revolving door” issues are not considered in the policy.

Discipline & 
Dismissal

Includes as examples of “serious misconduct”: accepting gifts/payments while representing CM Health (without proper authorisation), breach of code of ethics, failure to declare conflicts of inter-
est, gambling on CM Health grounds without prior authorisation, unauthorised disclosure of information relating to Counties Manukau DHB as a business.

Northern Region 
Procurement 

Procurement process follows national “government rules of sourcing” and “principles of government procurement” which have a standard conflict of interest policy and ensures procurement 
processes follow the objectives outlined in the NZ Public Health & Disability Act.

Engagement 
of Contractors/
Consultants

Follows the same principles as procurement policy. Includes section on equity—contractors must “have the skills and experience required to contribute to Counties  
Manukau Health’s equity goal”.

Research Policy
States all research involving CMDHB patients, patient records/information, facilities, resources or staff must have the appropriate ethical and other regulatory approvals in place and throughout 
the duration of the study. These processes review funding sources and conflicts of interest. Policy notes that it is important that transparency exists in managing funding received for supporting 
research activity.
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Document name Key points relating to responses to CDoH

Corporate 
Relationships

Guiding principles: 
a) relationships should assist CM Health to achieve its statutory objectives and functions, and support CM Health to realise its visions, values, goals, and planned activities; 
b) associations should not compromise CM Health’s integrity or reputation; 
c) relationships are to be entered into in a transparent and fair manner; 
d) relationships should not unduly affect CM Health’s impartiality or objectivity; 
e) relationships should not unduly prevent CMDHB from entering into relationships with other similar organisations; 
f) associations should be avoided with external organisations whose values, practices, products or branding are, or appear to be, in conflict with the stated vision, aims, objectives or policies of 
the DHB—this is likely to include (but is not limited to) situations where the proposed sponsor or associated party, product or service is strongly linked to the gambling industry, the production, 
sale or promotion of tobacco or alcohol, the production, sale or promotion of food or beverages where the overall or specific approach is in conflict with nutrition messages promoted by CM 
Health, health products whose use is not endorsed by CM Health (e.g., un-researched medicines or devices).

Smokefree
States that all Counties Manukau Health employees, patients and whānau, visitors, volunteers, contractors, and all others accessing Counties Manukau Health grounds and facilities are  
prohibited from smoking or vaping. Tobacco products are prohibited from being sold and accepted as gifts.

Reducing harms 
from alcohol in our 
communities

Position statement which supports: 
1) evidence-based strategies that equitably prevent and reduce alcohol-related harm including restricting the availability of alcohol, increasing the minimum legal purchase age, increasing the 
price of alcohol, reducing alcohol advertising, promotion and sponsorship, and drink driving countermeasures. 
2) equitable access to high quality and culturally appropriate healthcare services including assessment for alcohol use, brief and early intervention, and referral to treatment when indicated. 
3) improving and refining information on alcohol use and alcohol related harm in the Counties Manukau region. 
4) research and evaluation to ensure interventions for alcohol-related harm are effective and equitable.

National Healthy 
Food and Drink 
Policy, 2nd edition

Developed by the DHB Healthy Food and Drink Environments Network. Outlines a traffic light system which ensures organisations and their contracted health service providers (with a healthy 
food and drink contract clause) promote an environment that consistently offers and promotes healthy food and drink options for staff, visitors, and the general public visiting CM Health. 

This policy has been included in contractual requirements for food vendors at CM Health and has been largely implemented. 

Staff Consumption 
of Alcohol at Spe-
cial Events

Staff consumption of alcohol at special events at CM Health sites is prohibited unless exemption granted by CEO.

Preventing Alcohol 
and other Drug 
use within Mental 
Health Services 

Mental Health wide policy: alcohol and or other drug use are prohibited on all CM Health properties. All staff have the responsibility to prevent entry of alcohol or drugs to inpatient areas.

Table 1 (continued): Summary of relevant policies identified in the document review.
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Table 2: Theme 1 code categories with supporting quotations.

Theme 1: disconnect between the community impacts of harmful commodities and awareness/action on CDoH drivers

Code category Quotations from key informants

High visibility of adverse 
health outcomes and  
inequities due to tobacco, 
alcohol, and poor nutrition

“Come and sit in our waiting room as a fly on the wall and…watch what happens here…it’s pretty ghastly…the younger and younger people with more and more 
severe disease.” (DHB employee, #2)

“All our negative statistics are going up whether it’s type 2 diabetes, cardiovascular disease, tooth decay…it’s commercially driven, the industry have an open 
slather.” (Topic expert, #10)

“You only need to walk across the road…to see the effects of alcohol and drugs in our community…it’s a normality, people aren’t scared of people you know because 
it’s normal to see a drunk person every day.” (Community member, #11)

Normalisation and  
ubiquity of harmful  
products in everyday  
community life

“It’s so normal and so accessible and so easy and so cheap to feed yourself on KFC or whatever as opposed to decent food.” (DHB employee #2)

“Kids have to walk past bottle stores and all their signs to get to school and then they have to pass them on the way back.” (Community member, #8)

“There’s a liquor store at every dairy…off the top of my head I can already count four or five, next to every liquor store is a bakery, cheap, very cheap, and then you’ve 
got your dairy with the dollar drinks, the fizzies. So, I almost feel like it’s set up…it’s very much set up in a way to ensure that that’s the norm for you.” (Community 
member, #12)

Community experiences of 
racism, colonisation, and 
targeting by harmful  
commodity industries

“Unhealthy commodities have bombarded our community, where a lot of Pacific people are in South Auckland.” (Community member, #1)

“I think there is racism with the way decisions are made…particularly in South Auckland with alcohol shops being put in places of Māori communities and  
neighbourhoods of deprivation, bad kai in those places as well.” (Topic expert, #4)

“What Māori are experiencing today is certainly no different to what our tūpuna, our ancestors, experienced with the availability of alcohol, the harm it was having on 
the people and the community, and it was just a carry on, it was an ongoing story, the unfortunate thing is that it’s got worse.” (Community member, #8)

Response to CDoH is failing

“Some attempts have been made, but it’s not nearly as organised and focused as it should be for an institution like ours. We invest enormous amounts of money into 
fire brigades and hoses and people with hard hats and jackets and training for those people, but we do nothing about the arsonists who have set fire to everything.” 
(DHB employee, #2)

“We’re failing dismally not just as the DHBs but also as a government as a whole…nothing is proactive.” (Topic expert, #10)

Low awareness and  
understanding of CDoH  
as drivers of harm

“I don’t think people think about it. Some people might know but probably don’t really think what does it mean? And there would be a lot of people that are just 
totally unaware.” (DHB employee, #3)

“I think it’s missed. I think it’s really obvious to people when they are asked to think about it.” (Community member, #11)
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Table 3: Theme 2 code categories with supporting quotations.

Theme 2: power imbalance between harmful commodity industries and communities

Code category Quotations from key informants

Corporates have large financial 
resources

“There’s an imbalance in the power and I go back to the alcohol industry in particular, they are so wealthy, they have so much money to throw around, and in 
comparison, our communities, they’re just not comparable.” (Topic expert, #5)

“They’ve got so much money; they’ve got the time and the lawyers.” (Community member, #12)

Corporate influence
“The commercial interests have had this [power and influence] all to themselves for so long…they are actually organised strategically about keeping it to  
themselves.” (DHB employee, #2)

“Industries are more and more engaging in the political space.” (Topic expert, #5)

Community effort in the face of 
barriers

“We are outnumbered.” (Community member, #1)

“All of the liquor stores everywhere and to get rid of them takes so much effort…it’s so hard and so expensive and so long and so difficult.” (Topic expert, #6)

“It’s really difficult going against those kind of huge monsters.” (Community member, #11)

DHB effort, but more action 
needed

 “It’s really difficult to get them [retailers] on board and keep them on board…just really hard work [regarding implementing healthy food policy in the hospital].” 
(DHB employee, #3)

“I think there is a movement in the right direction like removing the sugary drinks and chips and chocolate things from the vending machines and also being more 
mindful about what our cafes serve to people, like healthy food options…but there’s still lots more work to be done.” (DHB employee, #7)

Need to restrict power of corpo-
rates who sell harmful products

“There are companies that do have good [food] product, but they are just not there in the forefront. It would be really good to see them up there.”  
(DHB employee, #3)

“There should be restrictions on the power industries have on agenda setting.” (Topic expert, #5)

“The health sector could do a lot more in terms of influencing law and policy.” (DHB employee, #7)
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Table 4: Theme 3 code categories with supporting quotations.

Theme 3: need for a robust, values-based, Tiriti-aligned response to CDoH

Code category Quotations from key informants

Values in decision making (links 
with all code categories below)

“We’ve got to make hard choices guided by our values…and be informed by more than short term [thinking].” (DHB employee, #2)

“Values determine how decisions are made, and who is valued in society and who isn’t…and so in that space it is all [about] discrimination, it’s sexism, ageism, racism.”  
(Topic expert, #4)

“I think it’s about ensuring that whoever is making decisions is fully aware of the impact that the decision has on Pacific and Māori people.” (DHB employee, #9)

Te Tiriti o Waitangi as foundation of 
response to CDoH 

“I think it would be good to look at those values which currently undermine decision-making and then looking at tino rangatiratanga and whānau being able to self-determine 
responses.” (Topic expert, #4)

“For me, Te Tiriti underpins all… [regarding alcohol licencing] I would like to see partnerships where Māori have equal input into decision making.” (Topic expert, #5)

“I will not accept Pākehā speaking for Māori because that’s my mana, that’s the mana of Māori…you should not speak for me or my people because what you’re doing is you’re 
claiming my mana.” (Community member, #8)

Address discrimination 

“Are we able to demonstrate in the decision making that this is anti-racist and that we’ve got a good policy-making environment?” (Topic expert, #4)

“Children they’re like a sponge and they see everything and soak it in. They’re walking to school, alcohol, cheap on sale…it’s set up…my partner and I we start getting mad, we want 
to leave just to give our kids a better chance but then at the same time, they should be getting the best chance here.” (Community member, #12)

Transparency in interactions with 
industries

“Transparency is needed…identifying the relationship and making it transparent and then having agenda setting clearly outlined so you can identify if this relationship is not going 
to support the agenda that we’ve agreed to then that’s a conflict of interest.” (Topic expert, #5)

“[Regarding transparency] …even though in the DHB we have processes I know there are things that fall through the cracks…I wonder whether we can introduce this at the welcome 
so from the get-go as a staff member you know your expectations and where your organisation stands, with partnerships.” (DHB employee, #9)

Value and support community 
knowledge and initiatives

“Put more money to where the resources are, and the resources are in the communities, because they know the right solutions for their own communities…they can tell you the right 
strategy that works for them.” (Community member, #1)

“We want people to feel strong and healthy and empowered and in control.” (Topic expert, #6)

Co-ordination and collaboration

“Imagine if, on an organisational level, everyone had an understanding about this and had a drive to make change, it would be pretty impressive what we could do.”  
(DHB employee, #7)

“We need to come together and we need to speak with one voice, then we’re going to have impact.” (Community member, #8)

“What does partnership look like in terms of the community? Is it ngā mahi ngātahi? What does that look like?” (Community member, #8)




